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Abstract

The compoundm-chlorophenylpiperazine (m-CPP) is used clinically to manipulate serotonergic function, though its precise
mechanisms of actions are not well understood. m-CPP alters synaptic transmission and neuronal function in vertebrates by non-selective
agonistic actions on 5-HT and 5-HT receptors. In this study, we demonstrated that m-CPP did not appear to act through a 5-HT receptor1 2

in depressing neuronal function in the invertebrates (crayfish andDrosophila). Instead, m-CPP likely decreased sodium influx through
voltage-gated sodium channels present in motor and primary sensory neurons. Intracellular axonal recordings showed that m-CPP reduced
the amplitude of the action potentials in crayfish motor neurons. Quantal analysis of excitatory postsynaptic currents, recorded at
neuromuscular junctions (NMJ) of crayfish andDrosophila, indicated a reduction in the number of presynaptic vesicular events, which
produced a decrease in mean quantal content. m-CPP also decreased activity in primary sensory neurons in the crayfish. In contrast,
serotonin produces an increase in synaptic strength at the crayfish NMJ and an increase in activity of sensory neurons; it produces no
effect at theDrosophila NMJ. In the rat spinal cord, m-CPP enhances the occurrence of spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic potentials
with no alteration in evoked currents.
   2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction compound to reverse the 5-HT transporter [7,8], which
increases extracellular serotonin concentrations in the rat

Past research investigating the mechanism by which central nervous system (CNS). In addition, m-CPP also
m-chlorophenylpiperazine (m-CPP) alters synaptic trans- affects endocrine responses [11,71], which in some cases
mission and neuronal function has focused on its ability to are related to an increase in release of prolactin and
act as a non-selective agonist to vertebrate 5-HT and corticosteroids [17,60]. This compound has also been1

5-HT -family receptors. The latter activate phospholipase shown to effect alpha -adrenergic receptors, as well as, to2 2
21C and increase inositol phosphates and intracellular Ca a lesser degree, alpha -adrenergic, beta-adrenergic [44],1

[6]. However, m-CPP antagonizes 5-HT receptors in and dopamine sites [39].2B

some models (Ref. [84] see also reviews [10,74]), and also The variety of this compound’s actions may explain
has a high affinity for 5-HT receptors [45,62]. The some of the varied responses induced by psychiatric2C

serotonergic effects may be related to the ability of the treatments with the antidepressant drug trazodone. m-CPP,
a metabolite of trazodone, elicits or aggravates anxiety
attacks in patients with anxiety disorders, obsessions in
patients with obsessive compulsive disorder, elation in*Corresponding author. Tel.:11-859-257-5950; fax:11-859-257-
alcoholics and cocaine addicts, and positive symptoms in1717.

E-mail address: RLCOOP1@pop.uky.edu(R.L. Cooper). schizophrenic patients [1,13,45,47,48,63]. It also causes
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anorexia in rats [73], causes a reduction in aggressive invertebrate models were similar to those in a vertebrate
behavior [40], and possesses analgesic properties [68]. system over the same concentration range.

The reported 5-HT and 5-HT receptor agonist activity Using these various approaches to investigating the1 2

of m-CPP in vertebrates has made m-CPP an attractive action of m-CPP allowed us to assess mechanisms of
choice for use in invertebrate models that are known to action in systems in which synaptic transmission could be
have 5-HT -like receptor function [19,82]. m-CPP was quantified both pre- and postsynaptically at discrete synap-2

used in an earlier study with crayfish to examine respon- tic sites.
siveness of 5-HT in excised ventral nerve cord prepara-
tions of aggressive and submissive crayfish [89,90]. Whole
animal studies, in crayfish, have employed systemic in- 2 . Methods
jections of m-CPP, as well as other 5-HT receptor agonists,
to determine which compounds most closely mimic 5-HT The methods were similar to those described earlier for
injections with behavioral assays [85]. the fly [53], crayfish [23], and rat [2,88]. In brief, the

In a previous study in which pharmacological identifica- following procedures were followed.
tion of the 5-HT receptor subtypes at the crayfish neuro-
muscular junction (NMJ) was investigated, m-CPP de- 2 .1. Animals
pressed synaptic transmission [82]. This was surprising,
since other selective 5-HT agonists enhance synaptic Mid-sized crayfish (Procambarus clarkii), measuring2

transmission. Thus, this current study was undertaken to 8–10 cm in body length and weighing 20–36 g, were
investigate the potential mechanisms of synaptic depres- obtained from Atchafalaya Biological Supply Co. (Race-
sion caused by m-CPP at the crayfish NMJ, and also to land, LA). Animals were housed in an aquatic facility
extend the investigation to NMJs of the larvalDrosophila within the laboratory in individual tanks, and were fed fish
melanogaster, which are not influenced by exogenous food pellets every 3 days. Only male crayfish in their
application of 5-HT, but like the crayfish are gluta- intermolt stage were used.
matergic. The ‘wild-type’ laboratory strain ofDrosophila melano-

5-HT effects synaptic transmission at the crayfish NMJ gaster, Canton S, was used in these studies. The eggs were
by increasing the probability of presynaptic vesicular allowed to hatch and develop at 258C with a 12:12
release [24,79,81]. At the crayfish NMJ, 5-HT acts through dark–light cycle. The methods used to stage fly larvae
an IP cascade, suggesting that the invertebrate 5-HT have been described previously [14,53]. All animals were3

receptors present at the crayfish NMJ are analogous to maintained in vials partially filled with a cornmeal–agar–
5-HT vertebrate receptors. Pharmacological studies that dextrose–yeast medium. Larvae at the beginning of the2

have examined the use of a number of 5-HT agonists and ‘wandering’ phase of the third instar were used in these2

antagonists have suggested that selective 5-HT2 subfamily experiments.
antagonists [82] can block approximately 80% of the 5-HT A breeding colony of Sprague–Dawley rats was estab-
enhancement in synaptic transmission. lished at the Division of Laboratory Animal Resources,

In crayfish and lobsters, neurosecretory cells in the East Tennessee State University. Immature, 10- to 15-day-
ventral nerve cord release 5-HT. A large number of old rats of either sex were used for the electrophysiological
varicose endings of neurons are located within the 2nd study. Animal protocols were reviewed and approved by
nerve roots of the ventral nerve cord ganglia, suggesting the University Animal Care and Use Committee.
release sites are present directly in the hemolymph [9,78].
It is well established in crayfish that 5-HT enhances 2 .2. Pharmacology
synaptic strength at NMJs [31,79], increases heart rate
[54], and enhances sensory neuronal activity [26,81]. In the crayfish andDrosophila studies, exogenous

A variety of preparations were used to illuminate the application of 5-HT (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) or m-CPP
mechanism of m-CPP’s action in the crayfish. First, we (Sigma), as well as combinations were applied by fully
examined pre- and post-synaptic actions of m-CPP at the exchanging the bathing medium of the preparation three
NMJ of the crayfish opener muscle. Secondly, we ad- times. The concentrations used are reported in the Results
dressed the action of m-CPP directly on action potentials for each experimental paradigm.
within a motor neuron. Thirdly, we assessed the actions of In the electrophysiological studies utilizing rat spinal
m-CPP on primary sensory neuron function for similar cord, m-CPP (1 mM) dissolved in oxygenated Krebs
mechanisms of action on motor neuronal function. Fourth- solution, was applied by superfusion.
ly, we utilized a specific larvalDrosophila NMJ, since it is
insensitive to exogenous 5-HT application, to assess direct2 .3. Dissection and physiology
effects of m-CPP at another glutamatergic NMJ. Lastly, a
vertebrate model, rat dorsal horn neurons, were studied to2 .3.1. Crayfish neuromuscular junctions
substantiate if the actions of m-CPP observed in the These procedures have previously been described in
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detail [28,29,82]. In brief, the opener muscle in either the the EJP amplitudes were altered due to the presence of
first or second walking legs, which is innervated by a m-CPP or 5-HT in the bathing media. Responses were
single, purely-tonic excitatory motor neuron, was used recorded with a 13LU head stage and an Axoclamp 2A
throughout these studies. The opener muscle was prepared amplifier. Electrical signals were recorded to VHS tape
by the standard dissection. The tissue was pinned out in a (Vetter, 400) as well as on-line to a PowerMac 9500 via a
Slygard dish for viewing with a Nikon Optiphot-2 upright MacLab/4s interface. All events were measured and
fluorescent microscope using a 403 (0.55 NA) Nikon calibrated with the MacLab Scope software 3.5.4 version.
water-immersion objective. All dissected preparations were All experiments were performed at room temperature (19–
maintained in crayfish saline, a modified Van Harreveld’s 228C).
solution (in mM: 205 NaCl; 5.3 KCl; 13.5 CaCl 2H O;2 2

2.45 MgCl 6H O; 0.5 HEPES) adjusted to pH 7.4. 2 .5. Excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) in2 2

crayfish
2 .3.2. Larval Drosophila neuromuscular junctions

The dissections were performed as described earlier At the crayfish NMJ, synaptic currents were measured
[25]. In brief, a longitudinal mid-dorsal incision was made, with focal macropatch electrodes, allowing for a determi-
and the edges pinned, so that the preparation was spread nation of the effect of agents on presynaptic vesicular
out on a glass slide in the preparation dish as originally events as well as receptivity of the postsynaptic glutamate
described for studies of the leech nervous system [61]. receptors. Living terminals were visualized by exposure to
Internal organs were carefully removed to expose the body vital fluorescent dye 4-Di-2-ASP (Molecular Probes)
wall muscles, particularly the ventral longitudinal muscles [17,56]. Synaptic currents were obtained using the loose
of segment 4. The electrical recordings were obtained from patch technique by lightly placing a 10–20mm fire
the prominent longitudinal m6 muscle. polished glass electrode directly over a spatially isolated

The physiological solution used is the same as previous- varicosity along the nerve terminal [22]. The macropatch
ly described [80]. The physiological saline contains (in electrode is specific for current recording within the region
mM): 1.0 CaCl ?2H O, 70 NaCl, 5 KCl, 10 NaHCO , 5 of the electrode lumen. The seal resistance was in the2 2 3

trehalose, 115 sucrose, 5 BES (N,N-bis[2-hydroxyethyl]-2- range of 100 KV to 1 MV. Both the evoked excitatory
aminoethanesulfonic acid). All experiments were per- postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) and miniature excitatory
formed at room temperature (19–218C). postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs) were recorded [20,25,86].

By directly counting evoked quantal events, alterations in
2 .4. Excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in the number of vesicles fusing within the presynaptic
crayfish and Drosophila terminal during exposure to pharmacological agents may

be observed.
EPSPs at the crayfish NMJ were recorded by intracellu- To monitor quanta released over time, direct counts

lar electrodes, with 30–60 MV resistance microelectrodes, were obtained and, in addition, the area of the evoked
filled with 3 M KCl. Responses were recorded with a current was measured for each event throughout the
standard intracellular electrode amplifier (AxoClamp 2A, experiment. The tonic excitatory motor nerve was stimu-
Axon Instruments). Electrical signals were recorded onto lated at a rate of 1 Hz in order not to facilitate the
VHS tape and on-line to a Power Mac 9500 via a MacLab/ responses between trials. Exposure of 5-HT to this prepara-
4s interface. EPSPs were recorded at 10 kHz. All events tion has a gradual effect on all of the quantal parameters
were appropriately scaled to known values measured on an over several minutes, so recordings were maintained for at
oscilloscope. The corrected scale was then adjusted with least 20 min or longer after exposure to the various
MacLab Scope software (version 3.5.4). A Grass S-88 compounds [79,81].
stimulator and stimulus isolation unit (Grass), with leads to
a standard suction electrode set-up, were used to stimulate2 .6. Intracellular recordings within the opener motor
the excitatory nerves in each preparation. The openerneuron
muscle preparations were stimulated to induce a short-term
facilitation (STF) by giving a 40 Hz train of ten pulses at Intracellular axonal recordings were made by placing a
intervals of 5 or 10 s. microelectrode into the excitatory axon of the opener

Electrophysiological recordings made from the larval muscle close to where the axon bifurcates. One can easily
Drosophila preparations were performed as previously determine if the excitatory or the inhibitory axon was
described [64,80]. Intracellular recordings were made with penetrated with the microelectrode by the occurrence of an
30–60 MV resistance, 3 M KCl-filled microelectrodes. evoked action potential, since the excitatory axon is
Electrophysiological parameters of interest were the resting selectively stimulated in the meropodite of the leg [32].
membrane potential (Rp) and the EPSP amplitudes for Is The characteristics of the action potential (rise time,
and Ib motor nerve terminals in segment 4 of muscle m6. amplitude and decay rate) were monitored before and
Single stimuli at 0.5 Hz were given to determine whether during exposure to m-CPP.
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2 .7. Crayfish sensory neurons 3 . Results

The muscle receptor organs (MRO) of the crayfish were 3 .1. Excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) at the
exposed in the same manner as detailed earlier [26]. Incrayfish NMJ
brief, the shell along the lower lateral border of the
abdomen on each side, along the series of small indenta- The ventral opener neuromuscular preparation, as de-
tions, was cut. The shell was separated into two parts—a picted in Fig. 1, has routinely been used to address the
dorsal section and a ventral section. The ventral half was mechanisms by which 5-HT enhances synaptic transmis-
discarded. The preparation was anchored to a Sylgard- sion. Exposure to 5-HT (100 nM) shows a marked increase
coated dish with the ventral view, or muscle-side-up. Each in all the EPSP responses throughout the pulse train while
abdominal segment has two sets of the rapidly- and m-CPP (1 mM) depresses the EPSPs throughout the
slowly-adapting MROs on the right and left hemi-seg- stimulus response (Fig. 1A). Previous pharmacological
ments. Only the slowly-adapting neurons were used. investigations have suggested that 5-HT -like receptor2

For the sensory responses of the MRO, the firing subtypes are present at these junctions [82]. However, the
frequency of the static response was monitored over time responses to exposure of m-CPP contradicted the notion
before and during exposure to m-CPP. that the compound behaves as a 5-HT family agonist,2

since it depresses synaptic transmission (Fig. 1B, C).
Extensive washing of the preparations with saline was2 .8. Rat spinal dorsal horn neurons
performed to examine if the depressed responses were able
to recover from exposure to m-CPP. The responses did

2 .8.1. Spinal cord slice preparation partially recover after 20 min, but the recovery was slow in
Transverse thoracolumbar spinal cord slices were pre- comparison to the initial depression. The general depres-

pared from immature (10- to 15-day-old) rats using a sion and slow recovery occurred in all five preparations
procedure similar to that described earlier [2,88]. Rats examined (Fig. 1D).

21were anaesthetized with urethane (1.2 g kg , i.p.) and
decapitated immediately. After a laminectomy, a segment 3 .2. Excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) at the
of thoracolombar spinal cord was removed and placed in a crayfish NMJ
Petri dish containing ice-cold Krebs solution of the follow-
ing composition (in mM): 127 NaCl, 1.9 KCl, 1.2 To ascertain if the reduction in the EPSP amplitudes was
KH PO , 2.4 CaCl , 1.3 MgCl , 26 NaHCO , and 102 4 2 2 3 due to a presynaptic effect on transmitter release and/or a
glucose, saturated with 95% O and 5% CO . Transverse2 2 reduction in the sensitivity of the postsynaptic glutamate
400 mm sections were prepared with the use of a vib- receptors on the muscle fiber, recording excitatory post-
rotome. Slices were incubated in oxygenated Krebs solu- synaptic currents (EPSCs) and counting the number of
tion at room temperature (2161 8C) for at least 1 h before evoked quanta over time was performed before and during
the start of the experiments. exposure to m-CPP (Fig. 2). If the effect were presynaptic,

then the number of quanta released per evoked event
2 .8.2. Whole cell patch recording should be reduced upon exposure to m-CPP. The exposure

Slices were transferred to the recording chamber (model of the crayfish NMJ resulted in a reduction of the number
RC-22C, Warner Instrument Inc., Hamden, CT) and super- of evoked quantal events over time (Table 1). Primary
fused with oxygenated Krebs solution at a rate of 1–2 varicosities along the terminals were used to monitor
ml /min using a valve control perfusion system (model EPSCs since they are known to be higher in synaptic
BPS-4; ALA Scientific Instruments Inc., Westbury, NY). efficacy in comparison to the more distal varicosities along
The whole cell patch recording technique was similar to the terminals [4,20]. The results indicated that the number
that described earlier [2,88]. Patch electrodes were pulled of evoked events was decreased by exposure to m-CPP
from thin-walled borosilicate glass capillaries, filled with a without altering the size or shape of single postsynaptic
solution containing (in mM) 130 K-gluconate, 1 MgCl , 2 evoked events (Table 1). Since the mean quantal content2

CaCl , 4 ATP, 0.3 GTP, 10 EGTA, and 10 HEPES, had a (m) decreased with exposure to m-CPP, a more thorough2

resistance of 3–5 MV. Signals were recorded using an analysis of the probability of vesicular release was per-
Axopatch 1D amplifier (Axon Instruments, Foster City, formed by counting the number of single, double, etc.
CA) in current or voltage clamp mode, filtered at 2 kHz, quantal events during evoked stimulation. This approach
displayed on a Tektronix 5110 oscilloscope (Tektronix allowed us to determine the site of m-CPP’s action in
Inc., Beaverton, OR) and on a two-channel Gould chart reducing transmitter release to the presynaptic terminals.
recorder RS 3200 (Gould Instruments Systems Inc., Valley To obtain an index of evoked release, 500 trial subsets
View, OH). Experimental protocols were controlled and were examined, andm was calculated (Table 1) from these
data acquired by a personal computer using Clampex 8.0 distributions. There was a significant decrease in the
software (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). number of single and multiple events occurring in the
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Fig. 1. (A) schematic of the opener muscle in the crayfish walking leg (A). Representative EPSPs responses to a train of 10 stimulation pulses given at 40
Hz before and during exposure to m-CPP (1 mM) (B). After the responses recovered to baseline values, 5-HT (100 nM) produced a normal enhancement
of the EPSP amplitude (B). The effects in reducing the amplitude of the 10th EPSP within the train by m-CPP are gradual and reversible (C). The 10th
event (marked by a star) within the train of EPSPs were used as measures of responsiveness to the various pharmacological agents. The responses did
partially recover after 20 min, but it was slow in comparison to the initial depression. The general depression after 1000 s is shown for the five preparations
examined (D).

presence of m-CPP. Thus, the probability of a vesicle rences of mEPSCs were too sparse throughout the record-
fusing during evoked stimulation was decreased by the ings for comparison, however measures of the evoked
presence of m-CPP. charge showed a decrease in the occurrence without an

The area of the evoked current trace (a measure of alteration in the unitary size of single events, which was
charge) over time also indicated a decrease in the number also the case for the three other preparations. The results of
of occurrences without a loss of the amount of charge for quantal measures led us to investigate the possibility that
single evoked events (Fig. 2B). In addition, the magnitude m-CPP might alter the evoked depolarization of the nerve
of spontaneous or miniature excitatory postsynaptic cur- terminal.
rents (mEPSCs) before and during exposures to m-CPP
was compared over time (Fig. 2C). This measure indicated 3 .3. Actions of m-CPP on the action potential
that receptivity to glutamate was not compromised post-
synaptically. No differences were noted in three out of Intracellular recordings of the evoked action potentials
three experiments. In two other preparations the occur- within the axon of the motor neuron revealed that m-CPP
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Table 1
Direct counts of the quantal events recorded from tonic terminals of the
crayfish NMJ before, during exposure to m-CPP and after washing of the
preparation

Saline m-CPP Wash

A B C D E F

Prep 1 Obs Obs Obs Obs Obs Obs
0 317 353 415 416 380 394
1 164 145 91 84 115 104
2 9 2 3 0 5 2
m 0.37 0.29 0.19 0.168 0.25 0.22
Prep 2 Obs Obs Obs Obs Obs Obs
0 87 113 145 205 176 120
1 392 368 329 273 298 352
2 21 19 25 22 24 27
3 0 0 1 0 2 1
m 0.87 0.81 0.76 0.63 0.7 0.82
Prep 3 Obs Obs Obs Obs Obs Obs
0 75 86 74 228 188 199
1 329 333 320 238 285 280
2 76 73 89 28 27 21
3 14 8 16 4 0 0
4 4 0 1 0 0 0
m 1.09 1.01 1.1 0.62 0.68 0.64
Prep 4 Obs Obs Obs Obs Obs Obs
0 400 401 434 422 435 426
1 88 70 63 64 64 68
2 2 0 3 2 1 6
m 0.19 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.16
Prep 5 Obs Obs Obs Obs Obs Obs
0 457 431 466 470 452 474
1 43 68 26 18 45 25
2 0 1 3 3 3 1
3 0 0 0 1 0 0

Fig. 2. Evoked excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) are obtained by m 0.09 0.14 0.07 0.06 0.1 0.05
a focal macropatch electrode being placed directly over a visualized

The first column states the number of discrete events (0, failures; 1, singlevaricosity (A). Two discrete evoked quantal currents are shown (1 and 2)
events; 2 double events, etc.) that occurred per stimulus trial. The secondin the recording. As shown in a representative trail, the area (or charge) of
column states the observed number of occurrences during each of the twothe evoked EPSCs (B) measured over time before and during exposure to
sets of 500 trials before and during exposure to m-CPP, respectively. Them-CPP (1 mM) indicate that fewer evoked responses are occurring
mean quantal content (m) for each condition is shown for each of the 500without a change in the individual quantal current size. A plot of relative
trials.cumulative number of occurrences for the charge of mEPSCs shows no

significant shift between saline and m-CPP exposure (C).

an EPSP in some preparations during prolonged exposure
to m-CPP. The recovery time after washing the prepara-

(1 mM) reduced the amplitude and broadened the duration, tions was quite variable. It ranged from 3000 s to more
resulting in an increase in the time to peak response (Fig. then 5000 s in the three preparations.
3A). In addition, the conduction velocity was decreased,
along with a slight decrease (less negative) in the resting 3 .4. Effects of m-CPP on primary sensory neurons
membrane potential by 2–3 mV. A representative prepara- within the crayfish
tion to illustrate the onset and extent of the effects over
time is shown in Fig. 3B and C. A reduction in the Since m-CPP had direct effects on the motor neurons,
amplitude and conduction velocity and increased time to we examined if similar alterations occurred for primary
peak response were observed in three out of three experi- sensory neurons within the crayfish. For this study, we
ments, with slight differences in the onset of the effect and used the well-established preparation of the proprioceptive
rate of recovery upon washing out m-CPP. The mean rate sensory neuron associated with the slowly-adapting muscle
in the decline of the amplitude was 0.03 mV/s receptive organ (MRO) in the abdomen of the crayfish
(S.E.M.60.0051 mV/s,n53). The reduced amplitude of [36,49]. The cell maintains a relatively constant firing
the action potential is likely related to the reduction in the frequency upon static sensory stimulation.
EPSP amplitudes since fewer voltage-gated calcium chan- A representative activity profile of a slowly-adapting
nels would be activated within the terminals. This could MRO while it is bathed in saline is shown in Fig. 4A.
also account for the abrupt failure in the ability to induce Upon exchanging the bathing medium with saline con-
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Fig. 3. The conduction velocity and the amplitude of the motor neuron
action potential gradually decreases while the width increase during

Fig. 4. The actions of m-CPP depressed the electrical activity of theexposure to m-CPP (A). The decrease in the amplitude continues to
primary sensory neuron associated with proprioception of the abdomendecrease while exposed to m-CPP, however it is reversible upon extensive
(i.e. the slowly-adapting muscle receptor). The steady firing frequency ofwashing of the preparation albeit at a slower rate then the decline (B).
the neuron (A) gradually decreases upon exposure to m-CPP (100mM)The time to peak of the action potential gradually increases during
(B) and partially recovers upon wash out (C). In five out of fiveexposure to m-CPP which parallels the reduction in the peak amplitude
preparations m-CPP resulted in the neuron to show short burst of activity(C).
ranging from two spikes to a series of 10 or 15 spikes at a high frequency
which eventually decreases together along with the overall firing fre-

taining 100mM or 1 mM m-CPP, the firing frequency quency (D). The traces shown in A–C are snap shots at various 5 s
periods as indicated in D.decreases (Fig. 4B). Plots of instantaneous frequency

profiles revealed bursts in the activity after several minutes
during exposure to m-CPP, while the overall firing fre-
quency showed a marked decrease (Fig. 4D). Windows of Completely exchanging the bathing medium took less than
5 s are shown in Fig. 4A–C for the responses during 30 s. Five sham experiments were performed. In three out
saline, m-CPP exposure, and upon wash out, respectively. of the five cases, the neuron decreased in firing frequency
In five out of five preparations exposed to 100mM m-CPP, during the initial solution transition followed by another
the firing frequency decreased within a few minutes. In period of reduced activity and then small bursts of activity,
three out of the five preparations, the majority of the each lasting only a second or two. The average firing
depression was recovered with wash out within 20 min. As frequency, measured for each sequential 10 s, throughout
with the EPSPs recorded at the crayfish NMJ, recovery is the entire recording period reveal no prolonged effects due
slower than the onset of the initial depression. The to exchanging of the bathing medium in sham controls.
decrease in firing frequency was markedly pronounced at 1 The time course for the activity depression induced by
mM and wash out was not successful even after 20 min of m-CPP at a given concentration did vary among prepara-
extensive washing of the preparation with saline. This was tions but the overall trends were identical. During 100mM
observed in five out of five experiments conducted with 1 exposure, the firing frequency would decrease and, shortly
mM. afterwards, two spikes would appear as a pair, followed by

For controls in mechanical disturbance induced by a delay before the next pair of spikes appeared. After a few
switching the bathing medium, sham experiments were minutes, the paired spikes would transform to short trains
conducted in an earlier investigation [26] in which the of bursts with a high-intraburst frequency (Fig. 4B and D).
original bathing saline was replaced by fresh saline. At the high dose (1 mM), three of the five preparations
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shut down completely in less that 1 min without showing produces large EPSPs [50]. The individual responses as
bursts. well as the composite EPSP were rapidly reduced in

amplitude upon exposure to 100mM m-CPP (Fig. 5B).
3 .5. Effects of m-CPP on EPSPs at the larval fly NMJ This was consistent in five out of five preparations with

about the same rate as indicated by the percent change in
Since the actions of m-CPP at the crayfish NMJ EPSP amplitudes over time (Fig. 5C). Exposure of a

appeared to be independent of 5-HT receptor mediated preparation to 1 mM m-CPP attenuated the EPSPs within
responses, a similar type of NMJ was examined in another seconds, and recovery was difficult to obtain (data not
invertebrate skeletal muscle preparation, but this time one shown).
that was known to be insensitive to exogenous application
to 5-HT. This preparation was the ventral longitudinal 3 .6. Effects of m-CPP on rat dorsal horn neurons
muscle m6 of segment 4 in the wandering 3rd instar.

The muscle, m6, is innervated by both Ib and Is motor The effects of m-CPP (1 mM) were investigated in six
neurons [3,50]. Both Ib and Is neurons can be recruited spinal cord neurons, in which four of the neurons were
individually or together to produce a composite EPSP as from the superficial dorsal horn (lamina II, substantia
shown in Fig. 5A. The Ib axon has large terminal gelatinosa) and two neurons were from lamina V. The
varicosities on the muscle fibers but gives rise to small resting membrane potential and input resistance were
EPSPs, whereas the Is has small terminal varicosities and25762.3 mV and 737667 MV, respectively. Application

of m-CPP (1 mM) by superfusion did not produce a
significant change inI–V relationship in five neurons and
induced an inward current in one neuron. The amplitude of
the evoked action potentials (Fig. 6A) as well as the
amplitude of the fast inward current were not affected by
m-CPP. However, the compound at 1 mM did produce, in
five out of six neurons, an enhancement in the occurrences
of the excitatory spontaneous synaptic activity (mEPSCs)
(Fig. 6B). The general effect lasted approximately 8–10
min in all the preparations and was reversible after
washing the preparation with Krebs solution. Two cells
were examined for repetitive exposure of m-CPP at the
same concentration, but this time, TTX (500 nM), bicucul-
line (20 mM) and strychnine (1 mM) were applied by
superfusion to exclude any indirect effect and possible
contamination from inhibitory synaptic responses before
the application of m-CPP. No differences in the activity
profiles were observed between the first trial and the
second trial for these two preparations.

4 . Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated that m-CPP, commonly
used as a 5-HT-2C receptor agonist in human clinical
studies [6,71] and various vertebrate studies [1,16], did not
appear to act through a 5-HT receptor in depressing
neuronal function in the invertebrates (crayfish andDro-
sophila). Instead, m-CPP likely decreased sodium influx
through voltage-gated sodium channels present in motor
and primary sensory neurons. This reduction in the am-Fig. 5. In the 3rd instar of larvalDrosophila, the abdominal muscle 6 is
plitude of action potentials presynaptically led to depres-innervated by two axons, Ib and Is. The Ib axon can usually be recruited

at a lower threshold and it produces a smaller EPSPs than the Is axon.sion in glutamatergic synaptic transmission at the NMJs in
Representative examples are shown before (A) and after 2 min of both crayfish andDrosophila. However, when the same
exposure to m-CPP (1 mM) (B). Note the amplitudes of the Ib and the Is concentration was used on the rat spinal cord, an enhance-
EPSPs both decrease as a result of m-CPP exposure. A representative

ment in the occurrence of mEPSPs was observed.example in the rate of depression in the amplitude of the combined Ib1Is
The precise mechanism of action of m-CPP in vertebrateEPSPs is shown (C). Note the responses partially recover from extensive

washing. systems does not appear to be resolved; a wide range of
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Fig. 6. Application of m-CPP (1 mM) by superfusion of thoracolumbar spinal cord slices did not produce a significant change in the amplitude of the
action potentials when exposed to m-CPP. The cell was maintained in current-clamp (A). In five out of six neurons, there was an enhancement in the
frequency of excitatory spontaneous synaptic activity as measured by the number of mEPSCs while in voltage-clamp. This enhanced effect lasted 8–10
min and was reversible after wash (B).

behavioral and physiological actions have been observed sensory neurons in crayfish. In addition, we reported that
and various postulations made as to its mechanism of m-CPP blocked glutamatergic synaptic transmission by an
action. It has been suggested that m-CPP blocks the 5-HT unknown mechanism [19]. In this past study, we also
transporter, resulting in an acute increase in levels of 5-HT reported a depression to acutely applied 5-HT at the NMJ
within the extracellular fluid in the CNS of rats. It has also of crayfish that were chronically exposed to m-CPP,
been reported that m-CPP can act as both 5-HT and suggesting a 5-HT receptor down-regulation by chronic1

5-HT receptor agonist and down-regulate the number of exposure to m-CPP. In light of current evidence we now2

5-HT receptors in rats [37]. The reduction in food intake in report, the past responses in which m-CPP was used to
rats induced by m-CPP is assumed to work via m-CPP’s asses 5-HT responsiveness should be re-evaluated, since
action as a 5-HT(1B/2C) receptor agonist [42,67,77]. In neuronal function was compromised.
addition, recent evidence supports the notion that mCPP We are not aware of any study that has directly
releases neuronal 5-HT by a common non-exocytotic examined the role of m-CPP as a potential blocker of
diffusion-exchange mechanism involving the 5-HT trans- voltage-gated ion channels in neurons, but this would
porter [70]. It is also noted that m-CPP can increase the resolve a likely mechanism of action for m-CPP in the
extracellular concentrations of dopamine [35]. Human crayfish andDrosophila preparations. The decrease in the
experimentation has indicated that m-CPP possesses 5-HT amplitude and widening of the action potentials during
receptor agonist /antagonist actions and that such broad exposure to m-CPP very closely mimics the responses
actions cause the ‘serotonin syndrome’ that can be induced noted, in the squid giant axons, when extracellular sodium
from a single oral dose of m-CPP [46]. chloride was replaced with choline chloride [43]. Since we

As for the invertebrates, m-CPP has been used as a observed similar responses in alterations of the action
vertebrate analog to 5-HT receptor agonist to demonstrate potential shape in the axons of motor neurons to m-CPP,1

altered sensory drive into the animals ventral nerve cord which does not occur for exposure to 5-HT [26,30], it is
based on social status [89,90]. Yeh et al. [89,90] demon- unlikely m-CPP has actions similar to vertebrates in these
strated that a difference in the response to m-CPP (50mM) species. However, m-CPP may show promise in these
occurred after crayfish were paired for a few days. The preparations as a blocker of sodium channels in motor
implications of these studies are hard to interpret based on nerve terminals when depolarizations are induced to
our recent findings that m-CPP (100mM m-CPP or 1 mM) activate voltage-gated calcium channels to assess calcium’s
depressed the amplitude of action potentials in motor and role, independent of sodium influx, in properties of synap-
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tic transmission such as: short-term facilitation [29,33], mM) during m-CPP exposure experiments in the rats.
long-term facilitation [76] or in computational modeling of Since no differences were observed in the responses for
sodium and calcium domains at synapses [27,87]. m-CPP application before or after GABA receptor bloc-

The ability of m-CPP to increase the frequency of kade, there is likely no GABAergic intrinsic activity
mEPSCs of the rat dorsal horn neurons in our study influencing the responses measured in the paradigm used
suggests that m-CPP caused nerve terminals, which were in the study.
in contact with the cell being monitored, to spontaneously Use of theDrosophila NMJ shares many of the advan-
release transmitter. This occurred in the absence of nerve tages of the crayfish model, as there are few motor neurons
stimulation. In addition, since evoked responses and the to consider, and it is possible to perform direct quantal
shape of the induced currents were not altered by m-CPP, counts of vesicular release over individual nerve terminal
the actions of m-CPP are likely to be selective on the varicosities. It has been shown that 5-HT has no direct
presynaptic nerve terminals. These actions do not mimic effect on modulating synaptic transmission at theDro-
the actions of 5-HT application, which may in part be due sophila skeletal neuromuscular junction as used in this
to the varied receptor subtypes present. The 5-HT receptors current study [21], thus any effects caused by m-CPP in
subtypes within spinal cord of rat have been intensively this system can be assumed to be acting independent of
investigated. 5-HT effects.

It is known by autoradiographic mapping that 5-HT , Since the cDNA and protein sequence of the voltage-1A

5-HT , and 5-HT receptors are present in the rat spinal gated sodium channel and 5-HT receptors of crayfish are1B 2

cord. 5-HT receptors are mainly present in the dorsal not known, we can not compare to the vertebrate systems1A

horn, while 5-HT receptors occur throughout the spinal for a common molecular signature that binds to m-CPP.1B

cord; fewer 5-HT receptors are noted in the dorsal horn However, since we observed the same physiological2

[57]. Binding and immunohistochemical studies showed phenomena to be present in theDrosophila model for
the presence of 5-HT , 5-HT and 5-HT receptors in m-CPP’s actions, we compared known sequences for the2A 2B 2C

the dorsal horn [18,41]. The source of spinal 5-HT might Drosophila and vertebrates. In examining for similarities2C

be the intrinsic dorsal horn neurons or the primary afferent in cDNA sequence and the protein sequence between
fibers [66]. Serotonin is one of the compounds responsible Human 5-HT2A receptor (accession[ NM 000621; NP
for the modulation of sensory transmission in the dorsal 000612.1) and theDrosophila malanogaster voltage gated
horn. Although the descending central projections involved sodium channel (accession[ NM 079134; NP 523858.4)
in anti-nociception contain serotonin, there is growing no significant similarity appears. However, there are a
evidence that supports a role for the serotonergic pathways number of differences in sodium channel function in
in descending inhibition as well as in descending facilita- insects suggesting alternative splicing in various tissues.
tion within the dorsal horn [58]. The opposing actions of Tan et al. [83] have noted, ‘Similarly, early electrophysio-
5-HT could be explained by the presence of different logical studies show that pyrethroid insecticides affect the
subtypes of 5-HT receptors, their different localization on insect PNS, e.g. sensory neurons, more effectively than the
dorsal horn structures (primary afferents fibers, excitatory / CNS [12,59,65,69,72], suggesting the existence of distinct
inhibitory interneurons, projection neurons), or by 5-HT types of sodium channels. The molecular basis of this
interacting with other transmitters involved in nociception. diversity, however, is not understood.’ which supports the
The excitatory effect of 5-HT receptor activation on notion of selective alternative splicing.2C

neuronal activity and their distribution in the dorsal horn There are several reports that antagonists to vertebrate
are compatible with a pronociceptive role [58,63]. 5-HT3 subtype receptors also alter the function of ion

The effects of 5-HT on synaptic transmission are also channels. For example, the 5-HT3 receptor antagonists
dependent on cell types. For example, 5-HT depresses granisetron (Kytril), ondansetron (Zofran), and dolasetron
synaptic transmission, which is likely mediated by 5-HT (Anzemet) also appear to block the human cardiac sodium1A

receptors, in the deep dorsal horn neurons [38,55]. There channel [51]. Even high concentrations (micromolar range)
are several proposed models as to how 5-HT may exert its of steroids are known to inhibit both the 5-HT3 receptor
action on spinal cord neurons. For example, indirect effects channel and the voltage-gated sodium channel expressed in
may be a result of 5-HT causing the release of norad- neuroblastoma cells [5]. It appears that there is some
renaline and/or adenosine from impinging nerve terminals non-selective actions among the compounds that effect
in the region [75]. In addition, 5-HT may modulate the 5-HT3 receptors and voltage-gated sodium channels. Such
behavioral response to substance P on the neurons [34]. altered actions of compounds for the 5-HT2 subfamily and
These actions are thought to be mediated by 5-HT voltage-gated sodium channels are not common. However,1

receptors, since selective agonists, including m-CPP, can one recent report [15] presents evidence that 5-HT, work-
mimic this response. Since there is a potentiation of ing via a 5-HT2a or 5-HT2c receptors, inhibits voltage-
GABA effects mediated by 5-HT2 receptors through a gated sodium channels through a protein kinase-C mecha-
protein kinase-dependent transduction pathway [52], we nism in the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons in mice.
blocked GABA receptors with the use of bicuculline (20 The general pharmacology for vertebrate 5-HT2 family of
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